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r	 The present grant was solicited to provide the supple-
r
mental funds needed to carry out observations of the occultation
r
of the star a Geminorum by Mars on April 8, 1976 with the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory. This occultation occurred just three
months before the Viking 1 entry into the Martial atmosphere
w
G
	
	 and its subsequent landing on the Martian surface. The goals of
the occultation observations were (i) to determine if the
Martian atmosphere had large fraction argon, which would have
i
	 caused damage to some of the Viking experiments; and (ii) to
{
	
	 obtain temperature, pressure and number density profiles of
the Martian upper atmosphere for direct comparison with the
in-situ measurements of these quantities with the Viking
data.
Successful photoelectric records of the occultation at
high time resolution were obtained at three wavelengths
simultaneously. A highlight of these observations was the
unexpected discovery of the "central flash", which was observed
when a Gem was directly behind the center of Mars. The main
results from this work are:
1. A measurement of the mean temperature of the Martian
atmosphere about 145k at the 10 -2mbar pressure
level (about 70km above the mean surface).
2. The discovery of wavelike temperature variations,
which confirm the predictions of Zurek°s tidal model.
3. The discovery of the "central flash", which we used to
determine a normal optical depth of 0.23i0.11 for the
13.
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•	 Martian atmosphere - a value in good agreement with
i
G`	 subsequent Viking results.ji
4. Argon could not be the major constituent of the
Martian atmosphere.
r,
Further details of our observational procedures, methods
r,
of data analysis and our conclusions axe contained in the
i,
reprints that follow the list of publications supported, in
t+}	 part, by this grant.
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ABSTRACT
The occultation of a Geminorum by Mars on 1976 April 8 was observed at three wavelengths
and 4 ms time resolution with the 91 cm telescope aboard NASA's G. P. Kuiper Airborne
Observatory. Since most of the Earth's atmosphere was below the telescope, scintillation noise in
the light curves was greatly reduced from that encountered by ground-based observers. Tempera-
ture, pressure, and number-density profiles of the Martian atmosphere were obtained for both
the immersion and emersion events. Within the altitude range 50-80 kin the mean surface,
the mean temperature is — 145 K, and the profiles exhibit wavelike structures with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 35 K and°a vertical scale of about 20 km. The ratio of the refractivity of the atmos-
phere at 4500 A and 7500 A, determined from the time shift of the light curves for these wave-.
lengths, is consistent with the atmospheric composition measured by Yiking 1, 15 weeks later.
From the "central flush"—a bright feature in the light curve midway between immersion and
emersion—we find an optical depth at 4500 A of 3.3 + 1.7pper kin atm (about 0.23 per equivalent
Martian air mass) for the atmosphere about 25 krr above the mean surface, near the south polar
region. This large value and its weak wavelength dependence rule out Rayleigh scattering as the
principal cause of the observed extinction.
Subject headings: occultations — planets: Mars — stars; individual
I. INTRODUCTION
	
II. OBSERVATIONS
The occultation of a Geminorum (in, = +3.1,
G8 Ib) by Mars on 1976 April 8 was observed at three
wavelengths with the 91 cm telescope aboard the
Kuiper Airborne Observatory. A highlight of these
observations was the discovery of the "central flash"
when a Gem was directly behind the center of Mars
(Elliot, Dunham, and Church 1976). The records of
the central flash yielded unexpected data on extinction
in the Martian lower atmosphere—a new application
for stellar occultation observations.
From the immersion and emersion light curves we
have obtained temperature, pressure, and number-
density profiles for the Martian atmosphere under the
assumption that the density gradients are parallel to
the gravity gradient. In the context of the P Scorpii
occultation by Jupiter, the validity of this assumption
has been disputed, and no evidence exists to settle the
issue conclusively (Young 1976; Elliot and Veverka
1976; Jokipii and Hubbard 1977). The c Gem occulta-
tion presents a unique opportunity to compare the
structure and composition of the Martian upper
atmosphere, obtained under the gravity-gradient
assumption, with the in situ measurements made
during the entry of Viking 1. A significant aspect of
our analysis is the use of a new inversion technique
(French, Elliot, and Gierasch 1977) that assigns error
bars to the temperature, pressure, and number-density
profiles.
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Light curves of the occultation were obtained with
our three-channel photometer (Elliot, Veverka, and
Goguen 1975) attached to the bent Cassegrain focus
of the 91 cm telescope aboard NASA's Kuiper Air-
borne Observatory (KAO), From the predictions by
Taylor (1976a), the flight path was planned so that the
apparent velocity of c Gem was strictly perpendicular
to the limb of Mars. This course was chosen to
facilitate the analysis of the differential refractivity
measurements (see § IV) but also resulted in the dis-
covery of the "central flash" (see § V).
At the time of the occultation, the Martian subsolar
latitude was +19°2 and the planetocentric longitude
of the Sun (LB) was 506. Immersion occurred at about
0330 local Martian time above the suboccultation
point 27 e S and 331° W longitude. The suboccultation
point for emersion was 28 0 N, 152 0 W longitude, and
the event occurred at about 1530 local solar time.
According to the inertial navigation system on board
the KAO, the telescope was located at latitude
35°26:4 N and lon g itude 69°48:0 W at immersion and
latitude 36°043 N and longitude 69°43:3 W at
emersion. The times for immersion (00h57m 19MS ±
0904 UTC) and emersion (01102"'34901 _ 0 .904 UTC)
are defined to be the "half-li ght" times obtained by
fitting an isothermal light curve to the data (Baum and
Code 1953), Errors in the telescope coordinates,
owing to uncalibrated internal errors in the inertial
662	 ELLIOT LT AL.	 Vol, 217
TABLE 1
'	 MEAN WAVELENGTHS AND PASSEANDS
Mcan Wavelength
	 Passband	 ni(ao + 114	 c(^) Normalized rms
Channel No.
	 (A)	 (FWHM, A)t
	
(ratio ocounting rates) Noise (for I s Integration)
1 ................ 	 38001;	 (150)
	 0.09	 0.0132 ................
	
4500	 100
	 0.17	 0,007
3 ................	 7500	 200	 0.12	 01008
t Full width at half-maximum.
The filler used had a center wavelength of 3700 A, but the steep spectrum of c Gem In this region must be accounted for before
the mean wavelength for this channel can be known precisely. For the present we have adopted 3800 A as the mean wavelengthfor this channel.
navigation system, are probably less than 2'. For both
events the altitude of the plane was 12.5 km above sea
level; its ground speed of 0.22 km s- 1, on a heading of
357°, was only 17, of the shadow velocity (21,9 km s-1;
Taylor 1976x),
The center wavelengths anA passbands of the three
photometric channels are given in Table 1. The photo-
multiplier for channel 1 had an S-4 photocathode
response while those for channels 2 and 3 had an S-20
response. Each was contained in an uncooled, )f-
shielded housing. BecaLse of the large photon fluxes
incident on the photomultipliers, voltage-to-frequency
converters (Dunham and Elliot 1977) were used
instead of pulse amplifiers. The alignments of the
photomultioliers and their respective field lenses were
carefully adjusted to make the photometer response
independent of the position of a source within the
entrance aperture or the photometer. Deviations from
an ideal flat response could cause errors in the light
curve in the event of poor telescope tracking. In fact,
throughout the observations the telescope tracking
was excellent, as confirmed by watching the image of
hfars on a television screen that monitored a portion
of the light received from a beam splitter within the
The data were recorded as a continuous series of
4 ms integrations, made simultaneously in all three
channels, with a data-recording system described
previously (Elliot, Veverka, and Goguen 105). The
data system clock was synchronized with time signals
from radio station WWV when the KAO made its
closest approach to Boulder, Colorado, a few hours
before the occultation.
At the time of the occultation, both Mars and c Gem
were contained within an aperture 90" in diameter.
Continuous data recording began at 0030 and ended
at 0116 UTC. A light curve of the entire event at
4500 A is shown in Figure 1, at I s time resolution,
i
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Seconds After 00:57:00 UT
A
Fla. 1.—Light curve of the occultation obtained at 4500 A; each point represents a Is integration. The central flash was produced
by radially symmetric refraction when c Gem was directly behind the center of the planet.
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Occultation of a Gem (8 April , 1976 )
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F1G, 2.—Immersion of i Gem observed at 4500 A; each point represents a 0.1 s integration. Prominent spikes are indicated bydashed lines.
where the central Flash occurs exactly at mid-occulta-
tion. Figures 2 and 3 show iieht curves for immersion
and emersion at 0.1 s time resolution. Spikes in the
light curve are much less pronounced than for previ-
ous occultations by Neptune and Jupiter (Elliot and
Veverka 1976), at least partially because of a large
projected diameter of c Gem at Ivtars (-6knt;
de Vegt 1976).
Since cur observations represent the first optical
photometry performed with the airborne telescope, we
shall briefly assess the photometric quality of the
data. As seen in Figure 1, the baseline of the li ght curve
is stable, showing little drift. The fourth column of
Table 1 elves the ratio of the countin g rate from
c Gem (iQ to that from lvlars (no^), and t'ne background(nb
 sky, dark counts, and c-to-/'offset). For all cimmtels
nd >> ns. The fifth column gives the rms noise in each
channel for a I s integration, expressed as a fraction of
the counting rate from c Gem. we denote this rms
noise by c(¢) and compute it from several seconds of
data before the occultation, when any variation in the
data would be due to the noise only. I f n(tt) is the mean
counting rate for the jth integration bill
	 duration
At (4 ms), N the number m'integration bins, and F1 the
average counting rate for all A l integration bins, then
CM = (7')tis {N i11 G [146) — %i]=lu: (1)
We consider two sources as likely causes of the rms
noise level e(^): photon noise (shot noise), and
terrestrial scintillation. We believe that photon noise,
and not scintillation noise, makes the dominant
contribution for the followin g
 reason. The level of
scintillation noise from ?vlars and c Gem for a tele-
scope at 125 kill altitude predicted by equation (3.1.6)
of Young (1974) vields c(,b) z 0.004 for our channel 2,
which is less than the value calculated from the
Ia'
x?.
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observations (Table 1), Furthermore, the rms scintilla-
tion noise decreases exponentially with the altitude of
the telescope above sea level. Hence Young's equation
would also predict that a light curve for this occulta-
tion obtained front a ground-based telescope of
similar aperture would have a rms noise level e(rk) =
0.02 owing to scint i llation alone. This would imply
that the light cury =s obtained from ground-based
telescopes would be about 3 times noisier than the
airborne data, which appears to be confirmed (Wasser-
man, Millis, and Williamon 1977; Texas-Arizona
Occultation Group 1977). Later, we hope to expane.
upon this necessarily brief discussion of noise en-
countered in airborne photometry.
111. TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND
NUMBER-DENSITY PROFILES
a) Afethod
When e Gem was occulted by Mars, the process
that caused the starlight to dim was differential refrac-
tion by the Martian atmosphere. From the light
curves of Figures 2 and 3 we can obtain temperature,
pressure, and number-density profiles for the Martian
atmosphere, if the following assumptions are satisfied:
(i) the density gradients in the atmosphere are parallel
to the local gravity gradient (i.e., perpendicular to the
limb); (ii) the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium;
and (iii) ray crossing is not severe (see § V of Elliot and
z
'a
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Q
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s
Vevcrka 1975), Under these assumptions we can
obtain the desired profiles through the inversion
technique of French, E l liot, and Gierasch (1977),
which Is similar to the "standard" inversion method
(Kovalevsky and Link 1969; Hubbard et al. 1972;
Wasserman and Vevcrka 1973), but has the ac:an-
tage of assigning error bars to the temperature profiles.
In the following discussion we use the notatian for
the occultation geometry shown in Figure l of French,
Elliot, and Gierasch (1977).
From the observations we obtain the starlight
intensity 0A(t) at a wavelength A as a function of the
time t. The intensity is normalized by the unocculted
stellar intensity so that ¢A(t) begins at 1,0 and drops
to 0,0 for an immersion event. Invoking the assump-
tions of no ray crossing and no density gradients
parallel to the limb, we can write an implicit equation
for tite t(me tA(h — ,h) at which the asymptotic path
of the starlight on the occultation curve has probed a
level All deeper into the atmosphere at a previous
time tx(h):
Wit —Ah)
Ali = vl f	 Oh(t')dt' .	 (2)
rA(h)
In equation (2), vl is the apparent velocity of the star
perpendicular to the limb of Mars, For the same shell
of atmosphere of thickness Ali, the refraction angle
OA(h) changes by AOA(h):
rA(h—dh)
AOA(h) _ —mil f
	
11 — OA(t ')]dt ' , (3)
0 tA(h)
where D is the Earth-Mars distance.
The function AOA(h) is the fundamental relation,
obtained as a linear function of the occultation Flux
rbA(t), from which we can derive information about the
Martian atmosphere. In addition to its dependence
on refraction by the Martian atmosphere, ¢A(1)
contains noise that propagates into the values of Ali
and AOA(h). If the noise that affects O A(r) is Gaussian
white noise (phcton noise, for example), then a[Ah]
and a[AOXIA, the rms errors for Ali and AOA(h), are
given by
	
ah—Ch)	 112
o[Ah]— vx 
— cJim	 J
a[AOA(Ir)] 
= a[Dlt] 
	
(4)
where the integrand is the variance of OA(t') for the
time interval (it'.
We can write an equation for the number-density
profile,n(h):
	
fr(h) = 
Jt(2Ry) t^fiTl'(^`) fh^
	
h)"2dB
A(h') , (5)
where LP is Loschmidt's number, Râ is the radius of
Mars, and vsTâ (A) is the refractivity of the atmosphere
at STP. A similar integral can be given for the pressure
profile p(h) (French, Elliot, and Gierasch 1977):
All) = a 4gg-r	 f (lr'—!r)aradpa(lr) , (6)3rr(2Râ) NAVSTn(16) ^h
where iris the (constant) mean molecular weight of the
atmosphere, NA is Avogadro's number, and g is the
gravitational acceleration.
The atmospheric scale height H(Ii) is defined by
H(h) = RT(li)lµg ,	 (7)
where T is the universal gas constant and T(h) is the
temperature profile, To ^.vrfte equations (5) and (6),
we have assumed Râ » H(h). Combining equations
(5)-(7) and the perfect gas law p(h) = n(h)R7(h)1µ, we
can write un equation for the scale height that is
independent of the atmospheric composition:
H(h) = S f (h ' — h)a12d6,#l')1 f (ll' — h)uadoA(lr')
h	 h
(8)
Errors caused by the light curve noise enter into the
values of n(h), p(h), and 11(h) through the integrands
d0A(h'), and the magnitudes of the errors can be
evaluated from the variances given by equation (4).
b) Application of the rblethod
To use the method outlined in the previous Section
we must first obtain the normalized occultation flux
¢A(t). If tJ is the midtime of the jth 4 ms integration
bin, then O A(t) is given by
OA(ti) = n(tt) — [a + P(4 — '•o)]1n* ,	 (9)
where n(t) is the mean counting rate for the jilt
integration bin, n: is the unocculted counting rate for
e Gem, to is an arbitrary reference time, a is the back-
ground counting rate at time to, and P is the slope of
the background counting rate. The value of,A A(t) for
any time t is found by linear interpolation between
die two appropriate values of OA(tt).
The constants n^, a, and P were deternrned by a
lFast-squares fit to an occultation curve appropriate
for an isothermal atmosphere (Baum and Code 1953))
to each of our six light curves, The data interval used
for each fit was 60 s, commencing 20 s before "half-
light" for the immersion curves and covering the
equivalent time interval for the emersion curves, In the
fits, the counting rates a, t4, and n* , the scale height H,
and the "half-li ght" time t tra, were free paramele s.
The background slope P was found to be comparable
with its formal error in all cases and was therefore
fixed at 0.0, while the other four parameters were
varied. Values of a and it*
 (with P = 0.0) obtained from
these fits were used to obtain ,A A(t) from equation (9).
' Although eq. (11) given by Baum and Code (1953)
does not Include the lateral focusing effects of a spherical
planetary atmosphere, French or al, (1977) show that the
resulting error introduced into the values of a(h), p(h), and
I](/t) is negligible.
s
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To evaluate the two fundamental integrals appearing
in equations (5), (6), and (8), we have adopted tic
procedure of French, Elliot, and Gierasch (1977),
First we obtained the A6(lt) relation from the data by
using equation (3) for equal Alf intervals of 1.0 km.
Then two values ofhwercchosenthr x[corresponding
to ¢A(t) ^ 0,99) and ho [corresponding to OA(t) _- 0.71,
The function Aa(h) = (0o/H)e- AnftAh (valid for an
isothermal atmosphere of scale height H) was fitted
by least squares to the values obtained from the data
over the interval he 5 It 5 hm° . The two free param-
eters in the fit were H and 6eH 11e , chosen to be
independent. Our preference for this method over
previous ones for establishing the boundary condition
to begin the inversion calculation is explained in detail
by French, Elliot, and Gierasch (1977).
The desired integrals were then evaluated in v,vo
parts. For /to 5 h' < co the integrand was computed
from the fitted AB(h) relation, and for If 5 h' S he the
integrand was computed from the AB(h) values ob-
tained directly from the data. The errors in n(h), p(h),
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and HUi) were computed with equations (21), (23),
and (25) of Pi-ench, Elliot, and Gierasch (1977).
ltalues used for the mean molecular weight )< and
the refractivity PSTP are those for pure CO2 gas (Old,Gentili, and P..k 1971), In addition to CO2 , the
Viking / lander found the atmosphere near the surface
to contain l% 2% argon and 2°J° 3% nitrogen (Owen
and Eiemann 1976), If the larger or these values
applies to the atmosphere probed by the occultation
events, then g and PSTP for theMartian atmosphere
are 1.3% irtf 1.87, less than the values for pure
CO2
 gas. Flence our derived number densities will be
1.3% low, the temperatures 1.870 high, and the
pressures 0.5 0 high.
c) Results
The number-density profiles obtained from equation
(5) are shown in Figure 4 for the three immersion light
curves and Figure 5 for the emersion light curves. The
profiles have been dashed for altitudes greater than he
^s
vo
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and systematics
 errors are smallest in the region from 50 to 70 km.
initial data in each channel. As noted in the text, if the atmospheric
and 2% At; Owen and Biemann 1976) applies to the occultation I
temperatures I,8% too high, and the pressures 0.57, too high.
obtained by numerical inversion of the occultation light curve.
and may be in error by several kilometers (see texu. Internal
The dashed lines are computeddrom an isothermal fit to the
composition measured by 111king I tender (95' COa, 3'",  Na,
evel, the number densities shown here. are 1.3' /e too low, the
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(region o1' the isothermal fit). The altitude scales for
these and subsequent figk­ ,ts were obtained front
preliminary astrometric solution (Taylor 19766).
The zero points for She immersion and emersion
altftnde scales are 3401 ± 5 km and 3404 + 7 km
front center of Mars. From these values our altitude
scales can be related to the altitude above the true
surface for any model of the surface figure. The
accuracy of the relative altitude scales for the same
event but different channels depends on the integra-
tion of occultation light curve (eq, [2)); these should
have errors of only 1-2 kin. For clarity we have not
plotted error bars on Figures 4 mud 5, but the scatter
of the values for the three different channels gives a
good indication of the magnitude of the errors. Near
the top of the profiles the errors are the largest. Then
they decrease, reaching their minimum value (-3%
for number densities which correspond to an altitude
of —60 km before increasing again. The uncertainty
in the baseline (a) of the occultation curve also causes
an additional error in the profiles for low altitudes. We
have ended our plots at levels where we believe the
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error caused by baseline uncertainty about equals the
error caused by shot noise in the light curve.
Figures 6 and 7 show the pressure profiles for
immersion and emersion obtained front equation (6).
The behavior of the errors in these profiles is similar
to that for the number-density profiles discussed
above.
In Figures S and 9 the have plotted temperature
versus number-density profiles for our light curves at
4500 A; these had the lowest noise level (see Table 1).
The shaded portion of the figure corresponds to
altitudes greater than Ito, the region of the isothermal
fit. The portions of the light curves required to generate
these profiles are the segments shown in Figures 2 and
3. The error bars have been calculated front light
curve noise as described in the previous section. Since
the noise that affects neighboring points in the profile
is correlated, the random scatter of neighboring points
is much less than the absolute error in temperature for
each point (indicated by the error bars). The profiles
show wavelike variations, with peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of — 35 K and a vertical scale of 20 km, These
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FIGS. G, 7.—Pressure profiles of the Nlartian atmosphere obtained by numerical inversion of the oewltation light curve. The
"half-light" altitude is estimated from occultation astrometry, and may be in error by several kilometers. Internal and systematic
errors are smallest in the region from 50 to 70 km. The dashed lines are computed front
	 isothermal fit to the Initial data for each
channel.
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	 curve. The Uncertainly in the Isothermal fit to the initial data Is shown dashed. The effects of random noise are shown by the error
bars, which have a total length of two standard deviations. Because errors in successive Points of the profile are Nghly correlated,
short-scale
 have
	 gradients are more reliable than implied by the error bars, which more properly reflect uncertainty in the
positioning of the profile.
variations clearly exceed any that could be attributed
to noise,
Temperature versus altitude profiles for all three
channels are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The errors
for each channel are proportional to the rms noise for
that channel e(¢) (Table 1; French, Elliot, and
Gierasch 1977), so that the ;rror bars for channel I
are about twice as large as those for channel 2 (see
Figs. 7, 8); the errors for channel 3 are comparable
with those for channel 2. The profiles mutually agree
within their error bars.
The temperature variations on these profiles show
better agreement than the absolute temperatures,
because the variations are not sensitive to the large
initial errors which affect the profile for several scale
heights. Since the errors in successive points are
correlated, short-scale temperature gradients are more
reliable than impliod by the error bars, which more
properly reflect the uncertainty in the positioning of
the profiles.
To see how well the ,hart-scale temperature varia-
tions agree among the profiles for our three channels,
we have removed a linear temperature fit from each
profile. We write the temperature T(h) in the following
form:
T(h) = 
L
T + T1, (h — ^)^ + AT(h) ,	 (10)
where T is the mean temperature and dT/dh is the
mean temperature gradient over an altitude interval
that has a mean altitude fi. The quantity AT(h) is the
difference between T(h) and the linear function in
brackets(eq. [10]).
For each temperature profile we fit by least-squares
for T and dT/dh over the altitude interval 55-80 km
for the immersion profiles and 52-00 km for the emer-
sion profiles. The (umveighted) avera ge of the T's
obtained from the three immersion profiles was
143 ± 11 K, and the average T for the emersion
profiles was 146 ± 9 K. The mean temperature
gradients obtained from the fits were 0.4 + 0.7 K km-1
and —0.3 :^ 0.5 K km- 1
 for immersion and emersion.
Clearly, these values depend on the altitude interval
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Internal and systematic errors are smallest between number densities of 2 x lo ll and 2 x lo ts cm- 3 . Large -scale tempera-
ture variations with height are evident in all of the profiles. The largest temperature gradients are subadiabatic. The altitude
corresponding to these measurements may be estimated from Figs, 4 and 5,
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FiGs. 12, 11—Deviations of temperature profiles from a constant temperature gradient for immersion and emersion. ror the
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used for the fit—particularly its relation to the phaac
of the wavelike structures. Hence from this analysis
we conclude only that our "mean" temperatures for
immersion and emersion are not significantly di0erent
and that we sec no large-scale gradients greater than
±0.7 K km-1.
After subtracting the lincarfits from Elie temperature
profiles, we have plotted the temperature residuals
AT(h) in Figures 12 and 13. The agreement among
the three profiles is excellent, with an average rats
dispersion of 2-3 K except near the end points. The
wavelike structures appear fn both figures. The main
dill'erence among the profiles is the nearly isothermal
character of the emersion profiles above about 70 kill.
We note that the immersion and emersion profiles are
nearly identical in their region of overlap if the
emersion profile is displaced 17 kilt upward. The
altitude difference is significant, since the di0ercncc in
the zero points of the immersion and emersion
altitude scales should be not more than 12 kni (see
previous discussion). Further support for this con-
clusion is found from examination of Figures S and 9,
where we sec that a temperature ntaxintum occurs tit it
number density of 6 x 10 t4 c111- 0 for immersion; for
entcrsion, however, the temperature maximum nearest
to this occurs at a number density of 3.5 x 10 11 cm-0.
T comparison is independent of the tltitude scales
tu
his
rd shows that the phase of the wavelike temperature
variations, relative to the number density of the
atmosphere, differs for the regions of the atmosphere
probed by the immersion and emersion events.
We emphasize that other data and models can be
compared directly with the profiles of Figures 12 and
13 only after it linear temperature lit is subtracted
(eq . [101).
IV. REFRACTIVITY DISPERSION AND
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Front our light curves we call 	 the ratio
of the refractivity of the Martian atmosphere at two
wavelengths, and front 	 mc-ag rrement place limits
Oil the amount of gases other than CO. in the atmos-
phere. The precision of this technique is inferio r to
that of the methods used by Viking I (Nier e! at. 1976;
Owen and Bienum n 1976), but is comparable with the
precision of other remote sensing methods used to
determine the helium fraction ol'Jupiter's atmosphere
(Hunten and Vcvcrk;a 1976). Flence a comparison of
our results with the more accurate measurements of
Viking is an important test of the occultation method
for determining the composition of planetary
atmospheres.
During the occultation, refractive dispersion of the
gases that compose the Martian atmosphere caused
the light curve .A,(I) at wavelen g th ,1, to be delayed by
it T relative to the light curve .A,(I) obtained at
wavelength ,1r, so that
011 1 + T(r)) = OAO •	 (11)
The delay T(t) is related to the refractivities of the
atnnosphcre, v, and vt, at wavelen gths A, and ,lt by the
relation (derived front cqs. [61-[9] of Elliot et al. 1974),
T(I) = t
er - 1 / f o [ 1 - ,(t')]rlr' .	 (12)
The refractivity ratio r1/Pr for the atmosphere is the
ratio of the suns of the refractivities of its constituent
gases. If f(Ar) and f(CO2)[=1-f(Ar)] are the
fractions by number of argon and COa fit CO2-argon
atnosphere, then
v, = f(COa)r(CO O , .11) +I(Ar)n(Ar, 111)	 (13)
vt f(COa)r(COa, ,1t) + f(Ar)r(Ar, dt)
where the 1,'s are the refractivities of argon and COa at
wavelengths 1 1 and 1 1 , Fortunately, modern laboratory
measurements of the refractivities of -argon and COa
are available (Old, Gentili, and Peck 1971; Peck and
Fisher 1964).
To use equation (13) we must also know file mean
wavelengths of our three photometric channels, which
are determined by combining the spectrum of a Gem
and the transmission profiles of the interference
filters used. The meat wavelengths for channels 2 and
3 are nearly equal to the center wnvelengths of the
interference filters (Table 1), but the ultraviolel
spectrum of a Gem is steep, causing it and
as yet undetermined shift of file meat wavelength of
channel 1 to a lager value. 1-Icnce the light curve of
chmutel I was not Used fit 	 present analysis,
For the Martina atmosphere, the refractivity ratio
1 'a/va - 1 for ,1 2 = 4500 A, A, = 7500 A n^rs deter-
mined by the following procedure. A portion of the
light curve &(t) (at 4500 A) containing one or more
spikes was selected for analysis, and fora test value of
v,/'a - 1, the time delays T(r) were computed for each
4 its integration bin with the nid ofequation (12). The
delays T(t) were applied to file light curve .p,(t) (at
7500 A) to produce ^/,,[t + T(t)]. Then the sum of the
bquared diflerences, {ya(r) - (.,[t + T(r)])°, was com-
puted for 4 nis increments of i over the internal selected
for analysis. The computation was carried out for test
values oi'v, /na - 1 (in increments of DA005) within the
range -0.0300 5 n,/ tea - 1 < -0.0100. The test
value that produced the minimum suns of squared
differences was chosen its the best estimate of ty/ra - I
for that portion of the light curve.
The a:bo:: procedure was applied to several regions
of the immersion and emersion light curves that con-
tained obvious spikes, and the resulting refractivity
ratios are given in Table 2A. The error in their mean
was computed from the internal consistency of the
individual values. Next the procedure was applied to
essentially the entire immersion light curve, from the
beginning of the main intensity drop to the last major
group of spikes, and to  interval of the
emersion boil curve. The refractivity ratiosso obtained
are given in Table 2B.
Since the two approaches to finding the refractivity
are based oil 	 the same data, we might
expect somewhat better agreement between the two
results. However, both are consistent with pure COa,
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TABLE 2
REFRACTIVITY RATIOS FOR TILE MARTIAN ATptosPHERE
A. Segments or Light Curves
Beginning of Fitted Segment
	
Length of Fitted :icg iient Refractivity RatioEvent (s after 00:57:00 UT)	 (s) (x(7500 M11 , 0500 A)) —
immersion .............. 20.0	 8.6
—0.0203	 -Ilnmr..rston .... . . .... . . . . 35.2	 1.5 —0.0205Immersion,	 ,, I ...... 1.. 51.0
	 0.8 —0.0225
5mcrsion ............... 322.4
	 11.3 —0.0205
Emersion ............ . .. 315.4	 1,2 —0.0185
(Umveighted) M:an... —0.0206 ± 0,0005
B. Major Portions of Light Curves
Beginning of Fitted. Segment 	 Length of Fitted Segment Rerractivity RatioEvent (s after 00:57:00 UT)	 (s) {v(7500 A)lv(4500 A)) — I
immersion..... , , .1..... 19.0	 22.0 —0.0205Emersion..,,,.,,,....... 315.0	 20.7 —0.0225
,
(Umveighted) Mean.,.-0,0215 ± 0.0010
.
for which va1Pa — 1 — —0.0209 (-0.0169 for pure
arson). Version (B) of our analysis has the advantage
of including all the data but probably has a greater
error, since the spikeless portions of the curves contri.
bute noise but no refractivity information. Hence we
prefer versio:i (A) of our analysis, since it presumably
has a smaller error. This value (-0.0206± 0.0006)
has been plotted in Figure 14, along with curves for
the refracti•'ity ratios for various gases. Our measure-
ment corresponds to an argon fraction by number,
f(Ar), equal to 10%(+20%, —10%). We note that
this value applies to aty combination of nitrogen and
argon, since the refractivity ratios for these two gases
are nearly equal (see Fig. 14). The amounts of argon
and nitrogen found by Viking are 17,-2'^„ and 2%-3%(Owen and Bieniamt 1976), consistent with our rest t.
V. ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION AND
THE CENTRAL FLASK
The discovery of the central flash, file bright feature
in the occultation light curve midway between inuner-
sion and emersion, presents an unexpected opportunity
to determine an it for extinction in the Martian
atmosphere at lower altitudes than probed by the fnl-
mersion and emersion events. We shall show that the
Bash was formed through symmetric refraction by the
Martian atmosphere when a Gem was directly behind
the center of Mars; our calculations show that this
light passed through the atmosphere about 25 kin
above the mean surface. The integrated density along
this slant path equals about 4 Martian air masses. The
most abrupt variation in our observations orthecentral
Bash is the sharp rise at 00:59:56 UTC (Fig. 16),
which has a duration At — 0.5 s; this establishes a
minimum distance scale for lar ge intensity variations
within the Martian shallow orvIt -- 10 km. Since this
is much greater than the Fresnel scale (0.2 km), we
believe that a geomet rical optics treatment is adequate
for a preliminary analysis. From the optics and the
astrometry, we estimate the mean optical depth of the
atmosphere at the altitude sampled by the flash, and,
by comparing the integrated flux of the central Bash
at different wavelengths, we determine the wavelength
dependence of the atmospheric extinction.
a) hltenslty Profile of the Central Flash
1) Spherical Planet
For an occultation by a spherical planet with ail
isothermal atmosphere, Baum and Code (1953) have
derived an implicit equation for the occulted stellar
intensity which is valid only near the limb ofthe pl:uiet's
shadow (i.e., the immersion and emersion events).
Hence to obtain an intensity profile for the central
Bash, we must write an equation for the stellar in-
tensity that is valid throughout the shadow. To do this
we use the derivation of Baum and Code (1953), with
two additional effects included: (i) the curvature of the
limb perpendicular to the line of sight, which causes
the convergence of the li ght rays at the center of the
shndow, producing the central Bash; and (if) the
•tdditional contribution of light from the "emersion
limb." For a point a distance p from the center of the
shadow, we define the "immersion limb" to be the
point on the shadow limb closest to p and the "emer-
sion limb" to be the most distant. We shall derive an
equation for the normalized stellar intensity, 0(p); 0(t)
can be obtained when p(t) is specified.
if the atmosphere of the planet has a scale height H,
the ¢(p) is given by the equation derived by French(1977),
'b(p) = 211Ip +'bil l — f11pj — ^-[t + HIp] • (14)
The functions 0 + and ¢- are the intensities from the
immersion and emersion limbs that would be obtained
by neglecting dic effects of limb curvature and are
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to rerractivity ratio [v(,t)/x(7500 A)1 — I for various gases is p lotted,
The result indicates an atmosphere with 10'70 (+20'7y , — 10% argon
by !liking / (Owen and Bleniann 1976). The refractivity ratio deter-
on (Elliot et n/. 1974) has also been plotted, For purposes of cont-(3934 r )l — I actually measured for Jupiter has been scaled to
Pte. 14,—Refractivity ratio for the Martian atmosphere. TI
along with the value measured from the c Gem occultation.
and/or nitrogen, a value consistent with the composition foun d
mined for the Jovinn atmosphere from the p Scorpii occultati
parison with the present result, the value of lsoio1 A) /v[, ,(3934 k)/(7500 A)1 — I.
g iven implicitly by Baran and Code's equation (11):
['/	 \\	 1
	
Po — P =Ffl11 — 21+In^ 1 —11 1
+ 	 (15)
I
((
`a+ 	 //
l
	j
^
	llllPo
+P=/^C 1'x51-	
-1 iin 
\^--I/J
	
(IG)
Here po is the "half-light "
!
radius of the shadow • and is
defined by po = P when 0+ = -4.
Near the limb of the shadow, p >> H and 0- z 0.
Making these approximations in equation (14), we
find that 0(p) z ^., a result equivalent to Baum and
Code's equation (11). Near the center of the shadow
p -- h1 and h. - h- « 1. From equation (14) we sec
that A(p) z 2 F//p—the intensity of the central flash
falls as p - t
 away from its point of perfect geometrical
focus in the center of the shadow.
The niaxinuun intensity of the central flash is not
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infinite and will depend on the radius of the occulted
star and diffraction, two effects not considered in the
present model, It' the stellar radius is the dominant
effect and p *
 is its projected radius at the distance of the
planet from its shadow, then the maximum intensity
at the center of the shadow is 4 111p* for a uniformly
brightstellardisk.The Ili inimumIownsity Ili t lie shadow
occurs near p = po/2 and is approximately 16 1.113po.
For the present occultation, this vnlue is 0.016.
li) Oblate Planet
Since Mars is significantly oblate, we have extended
the model of the previous section to include this
effect. The limb Is nssumed to be an ellipse, and conse-
quently the radius of curvature varies from point to
point along the limb. The locus of perfect focusing is
no longer confined to the point p = 0, but forms a
curve known as the evolute of the ellipse. To illustrate
the situation, we refer to the ray optics diagram in
Figure 15, where normals to the ellipse have been
drawn at equal intervals along its perimeter; the
evolute is seen as a concave diamond shape. FEowever,
the density of lines in Figure 15 is not a true indicator
of the intensity throughout the shadow, since the
decreasing intensity of each ray with increasing
distance from the limb has not been illustrated.
If r, and r. are the equatorial and polar radii of the
planet, the (.v, y)-coordinates of the linib obey the
equation for an ellipse,
xa +y '
r.a 	r.Pa
and the (.c, y) -coordinates of the corresponding evolute
Fla. 15.—R-ay tracing for thecentral flash. Surfaces of equal
bending: angle are assumed to be elliptical in shape. Density
variations arc assumed to be perpendicular to these surfaces,
so that light is refracted along the normals to the ellipse. The
intersections of these normals formacausticcurve—theevolute
of the ellipse.
are obtained from the following implicit equation(Beyer and Selby 1976);
(r.. C\eta .1. (rP)'):!a = (r..a -., r•Pa)era	 (18)
To calculate the intensity.¢(.ra, ya) for a point (.vo, yo)
within the shallow of :un obllate pinnet, we used the
following procedure. For each point (.vo ' t'o) on the
observer's path through the shadow, we find the points
on the limb (.v,, yl) whose normals intersect (.vo, yo).
After finding the distance d, b6tvecn (so, yo) and
(xt , y,), ve calculate the intensity as (.vo, ) ,a) from Baum
and Code's equation (11) for an atmosphere of scale
height H. The intensity is then enhanced by the factor
r,/d, where r, is tine radius of curvature of the ellipse
at (.q, ),,) and tl is tlur distance between (Sa, ya) and
the center of curvature of the ellipse tit (.vt y,). Then
the intensities front all points (v l , yl) on the limb whose
normals intersect (.va, ya) tire lidded to obtain 0(.vo, )'o)•
The procedure outlined involves exactly the same steps
that were used to obtain the analytic solution ¢(p) for
a spherical planet (eq. [14j). Further details of the
methods used for calculating 0(.vo,ya) are given by
French (1977).
In this model we have smoothed the central Bash
along the (x, y)-path (i.e., in one dimension only) by
.a
triangular faction that approximates the strip
brightness distribution of cGem. If the atmosphere
has a total optical depth T through the path traversed
by each ray, we can include this extinction effect by
multiplying the entire profile by e- 1. Some of the light
removed by extinction will in fact be scattered by the
Martian atmosphere. Unless this scattering is strongly
peaked at angles of a 1'c%v arescc (an unlikely possi-
bility), this effect will not be important for otir
analysis.
b) Atmospheric Extinction
In the tipper frame or Figure 16, we present light
curves of the central flash at 0.1 s time resolution for all
three wavelengths (Table 1). The values of the back-
ground intensity, a, and a Gem intensity, it,, used to
obtain ¢x(t) (eq. [9]) were the means of the values
found for immersion and entcrsion. The lower frames
of Figure 16 contain three model profiles of the
central Bush generated by the procedure described in
the previous section. The path of the telescope relative
to the evolute for each profile is shown in Figure 17.
The shape of each profile was determined by five
parameters: (f) c — (r, — rP)/r„ the ellipticity of
the model planet; (ii) p,,, the closest appronch of Elie
telescope path to the center of the planet; (iii) /r, the
angle between the telescope path and the shadow
equator; (iv) FI, the scale hei ght of the model planet's
atmosphere; and (v) T, the optical depth of the atmos-
phere along the path traversed by the light rays, which
is assumed to be the same for :tll rays, For all our
model profiles we chose H = S kilt and varied T to
find the profile intensity scale that appeared to best
fit the data.
For case A we adjusted all parameters except H to
achieve [lie best agreement with the data. Note that
z;^;
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Fta, 16.—High time resolution data or the central flash
the top frame provide information about the wavelength
below, providing an estimate of the global atmospheric ex
!lash. The Profiles have been smoothed by convolving with
the path of the telescope relative to the equator of the elli
of the ellipse, a is the assumed oblateness of surfaces of eq
and H is the scale height used in the calculation. The prig
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and model central flash profiles. The relative areas under the profiles in
dependence of atmospheric extinction. Three model profiles are shown 	 r'
unction along the slant path probed by the light which forms the central
 a uniformly bright stellar image with a radius of 3 km; ^ is the angle or 	 § ,.pse shown in Fig. 15, pm is the closest approach or the path to the center
ual bending angles, r is the total optical depth through the atmosphere,
in of the distmree scale is arbitrary.
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FIG. 17.—Martian evolutes, or loci of perfect focusing for rays refracted by an oblate planet with an isothermal atmosphere. The
evolutes correspond to the concave diamond in the center of Fig. 15. The path of the telescope relative to the evolute is shown for
ach of the synthetic central flashes in Fig. 16. It is evident that the peaks to the synthetic profiles correspond to points nearest the
volute, where focusing is strongest.
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the main features ofthe central flash can be reproduced:
the broad wing at the left occurs when the path passes
neara cusp of the evolute, and the two sharp peaks
occur when the boundaries of the evolute are crossed.
For case B we set 0 and a equal to the values indi-
cated by the preliminary astrometric solution (Taylor
1976b), and adjusted pm and r for best agreement with
the data, The last profile was obtained by fixing 0 at its
value from the astrometric solution and fixing a at
0.005, the ellipticity of the Martiar, surface (Christensen
1975). Again pm
 and r were varied to achieve the best
fit to the data.
The values for pm, 0, and s selected for the three
model profiles would seem to bracket most reasonable
possibilities, and these cases reproduce the main
features of the data. Case A matches the data best, but
the others use a more realistic value for ,/^. We feel
that the average optical depth r along the path should
lie somewhere between the extremes of cases A and C.
For a definite value we chose the mean for these two
cases, with error bars that include both extremes:
r = 0.90 ± 0.45. This is the total optical depth at
4500 A along a slant path through the atmosphere
sampled by the flash.
In order to relate this extinction to a definite
column density of Martian atmosphere, we first write
an equation for the number density n(h t)of the Martian
atmosphere at the height ht probed by the central
flash,
n(h
t
) =	 f2111120(lit) 	 (19)
psTp(A) [27r(Rp + hJ)na'
We have assumed an isothermal atmosphere of scale
height H, and the other quantities in equation (19)
have been defined in § III. To evaluate equation (19),
we note that at the center of the shadow the refraction
angle of the light which forms the central flash is
0(lit) = (Rp + hr)/D, and we make the approximation
ht/Rp « 1. For a CO2 atmosphere, psTp(4500 A) =
4.55 x 10' 4, and letting H = 8 km, we find n(lit) =
1.75 x 10 10 cm - 1 . The main uncertainty in n(ht) is
the scale height H, which must vary around the limb
of the planet, for a ±20% variation in scale height
n(ht) will be uncertain by ± 10%.
The column density N(hr) of atmosphere traversed
by the light that forms the central flash is given by
N(hr) = n (hr)[2n(R. + ht)H] 112
 _ I.Rp	
( 20)&	 DpsTp(A) 
From equation (20) we find N(ht) = 0.27 km atm2
where again the main uncertainty enters through the
scale height H. This value of N(h f) is equivalent to
about 4 Martian air masses if we assume one Martian
air mass to be 0.070 km atm (Young 1969). Hence
the optical depth of 0.90 ± 0.45 is about 3.3 ± 1.7 per
km atm, or about 0.23 ± 0.12 per Martian air mass.
' One km atm (kilometer atmosphere) is the thickness of
the gas column in kilometers when compressed to standard
temperature and pressure (i.e., 2.687 x 10" molecules per cm').
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Finally, we write an equation for the altitude of the
atmosphere probed by the central flash:
lit = AIn n(0) 1 	 (21)[11(1
where n (0) is the number density at the meun surface
and A is an average scale height between the surface.
and lit. For A = 10 km and a surface number density
of 2.1 x 1017 cm -0, we find /it = 25 km. For different
values of n(0) and A that occur around the planet,
lit would lie in the range 20-30 kin.
c) Wavelength Dependence of the Extinction
We can also determine the wavelength dependence
of the optical depth by comparing the light curves of
the central flash at different wavelengths. If T(A l) is the
optical depth of the Martian atmosphere for the ith
channel (Table I) and ¢,(t) is the normalized flux for
that channel (eq. [9)), then the following equation
holds:
0t(t ) exp [ + T( ,N ,)f(Ar)1 = 02(0exp[ +T(,2)f(AA
= 03(t) exp [ + T03VGIA ,
(22)
where f(,1) is a function that accounts for the fact that
each wavelength samples a slightly different altitude
because of the variation of refractivity with wavelength
(§ IV). For these calculations we let f(a) = 1. We
adjusted the value of the optical depth difference,
7(,11) — 7(,1 2), to minimize the squared difference
between ¢ 1(t) and ^2(1) within the time interval con-
taining the central flash (from 00:59:46.9 to
01:00:02.9 UTC; see Fig. 16) and obtained the value
T(3800 A) — 7(4500 A) = 0.06 ± 0.03. The same pro-
cedure applied to 0 2(t) and ¢2(t) yielded the optical
depth difference x(4500 A) — 7(7500 A) = 0.13 .- 0.02.
We have plotted these results in Figure 18, where we
see that the relative extinction at different wavelengths
is determined much better than the absolute value.
The wavelength dependence of the optical depth is
weaker than calculated for Rayleigh scattering, and the
lower bounds on the optical depths greatly exceed
the Rayleigh scattering value. We conclude that other
extinction processes—by haze, dust, or high-level
water-vapor clouds—were dominant at the 25 km
level of the Martian atmosphere at the time of our
observations.
Although our model explains several features of the
central flash, the best model profile does not fit the
data within the uncertainties of the random noise on
the light curves. To extend this analysis, values of pm
and 0 can be fixed when the final astrometric solution
is available and the isothermal assumption can be
replaced by a more realistic representation of hori-
zontal and vertical temperature gradients. Also, since
each segment of the central flash originates from a
different region of the limb, it may be possible to
obtain regional, rather than global, extinction infor-
mation. The present astrometric solution (Taylor
Vthe extinction are comparable with those found by the
Viking landers (Ivlutch et al. 1976a, b, c; Pollack
1976), but the Viking results on the wavelength
dependence of the extinction are not yet available for
comparison.
Since different regions of atmosphere were probed
at different times by the occultation and Viking 1, we
would not expect precise agreement of the temperature
profiles. More detailed comparison should be done on
the basis of a model that describes the time and space
behavior of the temperature of the upper atmosphere,
But it is clear that the .agre,-ment of the mean tem -
peratures and the qualitative features of the wavelike
structures are significant evidence for the validity of
both procedures.
In the context of the t4 Scorpii occultation Elliot
and Veverka (1976) discuss the validity of two im-
portant assumptions used to obtain our present
results—that ray crossing is not severe and that the
density gradients are parallel to local gravity, For
Jupiter they concluded that (i) at least some atmos-
pheric structures that cause the spikes extend several
km along the limb; and (ii) there is no compelling
evidence to prove that the spike-producing structures
either do or do not extend for several thousand km.
Young (1976) proposed that the spikes and other
irregularities in occultation light curves are caused by
atmospheric turbulence, which must necessarily be
anisotropic to explain certain features of theft Scorpii
data. If Young's proposal is correct, the details of the
temperature inversions obtained from the P Scorpii
data would be indicative of turbulence, but not of any
large-scale atmospheric structures, However, other
quantities derived from the data on the basis of the
gravity-gradient model (i.e., the [He] /[H2) ratio and
the diameters and separation of S Scorpii A l and A2)
would be essentially the same as would be obtained
from an anisotropic turbulence model, On the basis
of the same data, Jokipii and Hubbatd (1977) argue
for an isotropic turbulence model, which would
discount all quantities derived from the P Scorpii data
except for the mean temperature of the atmosphere
obtained from isothermal fits. The McDonald
Observatory observations of the a Gem occultation
have been analyzed in terms of the isotropic turbulence
model by theTexas-A rizona Occultation Group (1977),
who find a mean temperature of 190 ± 50 K—a mean
value and probable error substantially greater than
our results and the Viking I results.
We now consider what region of the atmosphere
must have no horizontal refractivity gradients for our
assumption to be satisfied for the purposes of inver-
sion of the a Gem data. As illustrated for the 9 Scorpii
occultation by Jupiter in Figure 12 of Elliot and
Veverka (1976), we see that at any given time the
atmosphere causing 67% of the refraction is in the
shape of a "squashed cylinder" (refraction cylinder)
with its long axis alongthe line of si ght. For the e Gem
occultation, the length of the cylinder is 2(R„H) 112 z
300 km, and its diameter about 6 km (the projected
diameter of e Gcm at Mars) when the occultation
begins. The axis of the cylinder perpendicular to the
I,
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1976b) indicates that the airborne telescope passed
north of the shadow center. For this path the preceding
broad shoulder of the central flash was formed by
light passing near the Martian equator (near 150° W
longitude), while the light in the two larger peaks
passed over the south polar region.
VI. DISCUSSION
a
s0
tr
The a Gem occultation occurredjust 15 weeks before
Viking I entry
 experiments, which measured the
structure of the Martian atmosphere within the same
altitude range probed by the occultation. Before
Viking I landed on Mars, the results of§ IV and some
of the results of §§ III and V were issued in a report(Elliot et al. 19766). These results served to assure the
Viking Project that the entry dynamics had been con-
figured fora proper model Martian atmosphere. The
number densities probed by the occultation event
correspond to the critical level for the aerodynamic
braking of an entry probe.
Now for the first time we can compare temperature
profiles obtained from a stellar occultation with in situ
measurements. The preliminary Viking 1 temperature
profile (Nier et al. 1976) shows a mean temperature
of — 130 K, slightly cooler than our values (— 145 K),
in the altitude range 50-80 km. Wavelike temperature
structures, with a vertical scale of 20 km, appear on
both our immersion and emersion profiles as well as
the Viking 1 temperature profile. The pressure profiles
from the occultation are comparable to that of
Viking I (see Fig. 5 of Nier et al. 1976). As mentioned
in § IV, the composition inferred from our measure-
ment of the refractivity ratio agrees within its error to
the composition determined by Viking. Our values of
1€
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limb decreases by the factor 7 (normalized occultationflux) as the occultation proceeds. Since the airborne
telescope was arranged to be on the center line, the
motion of the refraction cylinder parallel to the limb
was only a few km. The refraction cylinder extended
almost exactly along a parallel of Martian latitude,
and its length was about 6' of longitude.
Large-amplitude waves with long horizontal and
Vertical wavelengths satisfy all the assumptions of the
spherical shell model used to invert the light curves.
Large amplitudes allow identification of the waves in
the presence of random noise, Long horizontal wave-
length implies that a given shell maintains its character
over the entire path of integration, and long vertical
wavelengths mean that the wave is associated with
broad features in the light curve, and does not depend
on detailed structure of a sharp spike.
One method of checking for horizontal refractivity
gradients along longitudes is to compare the light
curves and temperature profiles with other c Gem
occultation observations of sufficiently high signal-to-
noise ratio (Wasserman, rbtillis, and Wilhamon 1977),
This work is in progress.
Another check on our assumptions is to compare
the direct mensurements of atmospheric composition
made by Viking 1. Within the errors of the present
occultation measurement, the occultation result (see
Fig. 14 and § IV) agrees with the composition found
by Viking, Hence we must conclude either that the
method is insensitive to horizontal refractivity gradients
(turbulence, for an example) or that the Martian
atmosphere has small horizontal refractivity gradients.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The Martian atmosphere probed by our occultation
observations has temperatures within the range
130-170 K for altitudes between 50 and 90 km above
the mean surface. The wavelike structure of the
temperature variations on a vertical scale of 20 km
may be due to tides (Elliot e! al, 1976x) or may
represent the equilibrium atmospheric structure—
perhaps arising from photochemical processes. The
atmosphere extinction (at an altitude of 25 km) has
a wavelength dependence too weak and a magnitude
too large to be explained entirely by Rayleigh scattering.
The mean temperature, its wavelike structure, and
the atmospheric composition inferred by our differen-
tial refractivity measurement agree with in situ
measurements made by Viking 1, We feel that this
agreement strongly supports the use of occultations as
reliable and Inexpensive probes of planetary upper
atmospheres. The technique seems particularly sensi-
tive to variations in temperature that have a large
horizontal scale but a vertical scale of 2 scale heights
or less. Only the events of intrinsically high signal-to-
noise ratio arc potentially useful, and to obtain good
temperature profiles and other information from these
relatively rare events, light curves with low noise and
stable baselines are essential.
in this regard, airborne observations offer the
ndvantages of telescope mobility, reduced scintillation
noise, and operation above possible clouds, For this
particular occultation our temperatures, pressures,
number densities, and differential refractivity measure-
ment would have been at least 3 times noisier (due to
scintillation), and the extinction information of the
central flash would not have been obtained, had we
observed from the ground—even using a large
telescope.
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I he ob,ervauons described in this article were made 41>,tard the Kuiper Airbcirne Observatorv, seen here at its base. Nf(iffett
)field. California. This C - 141 jet is named fitter G. P. Kuiper, who pioneered in infrared astronoens from aircraft.
A Unique Airborne Observation
J. L. ELLIOT, E. DUNHAN1. and C. CHURCH, Lahuraron- %or Plafw tin- Smdit,s. Corm-11 Uurre•rsitr
T
HE OCCULTATION of 3rd- magni-
,ude Epsilon Geminorum by Mars on
April bih gave us a rare oppt rtunity to
probe directly the retractive properties of
the Martian atmosphere. Unlike a lunar
occultation, durin g Mhich starlight is cut
off a^)ruptly by the moon's limb. the light
from Epsilon Geminorum was dimmed
gradually by ditferential atmospheric re-
fraction — the same phenomenon that
rauw% the oblate appearance of the sun
near the hoitzon. From our observations
o re will obtah information about the tem-
perature structure and composition of
Mar' atmosphere: similar measurements
are planned for the Viking lander this
month.
Along with our colleagues Joe Vererka
and Carl Sagan, we wanted to learn as
much as possible about the Martian it.
musphere. Hence. we had to obtain pho-
toelectric light curses with a minimum set
background anise. This presented a prob-
lem, since trout North America the occul-
tation was risible in darkness onl y in the
East. where generally poor observing con.
ditions prevail in the spring. Even if the
skies were clear ias they proved to be at
most sites, see the last page). scintillation
in the earth's atmosphere would seriously
degrade the photometry. Also, no moder-
ate-sized telescope was situated near the
center line of the occultation, the ideal
location for our observations,
The solution to these problems proved
to be NASA's Gerard P. Kutper .airborne
Observ atory i KAO). Dedicated in stay.
1915, this C-141 aircraft contains a 3e-
This *ork %as supported by NASA pane 14SG•':41
and other NSF and %ASA grants.
inch telescope that is used for intrared
observations, abore most of the water-
vapor absorption in the earth's atmo-
sphere. The capability of obsentng from
altitudes as high as 45.000 feet — well
abure clouds and most scintillation --
seemed to ntai , e KAO ideal for occultation
work.
However, since neither optical photome•
try nor occultation ohseration, had been
t	 t...
^^ s 9
;Oil'	 IZIR^ !f^ —
tried from tLe KAO. mane people were
skeptical that high-quality data could be
obtained. It was feared that the boundary
laser of air rushing past the telescope
port. among other factors special to the
aircraft. Mould make the light cure noisi.
er
 than it' obtained tram the ground. The
best way to resolve the question was to
obsenr the occultation!
Iii earl y
 March our rcuue%1 to use- OIC
In this view inside the KAO, the photoelectric photometer rmplored for the
occultation is mounted at the bent Cassegrain focus of the 3h-inch telescope.
Except as noted, all illustrations are from the authors,
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Left: %lars and Epsilon Geminorum on the television monitor sarecn, just after the occultation. Right: I hr KAO crew and
author Craig Church tetstreme tight) watch the progress of the occultation on the monitor screen. Mission director Jim
McLenahan is seated its the foreground,
KAO was approved. and preparations be-
gan immediately. We used the occultation
photometer described in Sett AND TFLF.-
scoPF for December, 49'5. page 350, for
simultaneous observ ations at three wave.
lengths: 3700, 4500. and 7400 angstroms.
in the ultraviolet, blue, and near infrared.
The data ^ere recorded digitally w ith a
time resolution of 0.004 second to catch
an abrupt vs-iations, such as the momen-
tary brightenings that %ere so evident
during the. disappearance .nd reappear-
ance of Beta 5: orpii ^ hen it was occulted
by Jupiter in 1971.
Carl Gillespie is the C-1 41 project man-
ager at NASA 's
 Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field. California, % here the air•
craft is based. Upon arrival, our main job
^as to modify the photometer for mount-
ing on the telescope and for meeting rigid
air safet y
 requirements. Thanks to tele.
scope technicians Bruce Kellcy. Ben Hori-
tors for the telescope. star-tracker. and
computer. In addition. an infrared radi-
ometer measures the residual Mate • vapor
ahose the aircraft, t, aid in interpreting
infrared measurements. For our optical
observation%, the radiometer sexed as a
sensitise detector of possible cirrus clouds.
Two inertial navigation systems %ere used.
and the precise position and velocity of the
plane, along with other data. ^ere written
into the computer every two seconds.
s ^ o
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Right: The flight path
of thr	 aircraft	 was
chosen to place the
KAO on the central
line of the occultation
at the mid-tinir of the
event.
ta. Don Oishi, and others, we ^'ere ready
for a test flight m o days before the
occultation. The flight simulated as close.
ly as possible the observing conditions that
would be encountered during the actual
occultation.
The operation of a large ground-based
telescope ofun needs only one technician
in addition to the astronomers duing the
observing. But the complex systems of
KAO require many more people: a flight
crew of three. mission director, and opera-
The flight test went smoothly. After
some initial adjustment, the tracker held
Mars' image in the center of the photom.
eter foi long periods of time. And most
important, the signals on our chart record-
er ^'ere much smoother than during previ-
ous ground tests. the scintillation being
much suppressed.
We took off from Moffett Field on the
morning of April 7th and tle^ far enough
east to be in total darkness at trc time of
the occultation and clear of the heavy air
traffic along the Fast Coast. Since the
telescope can be moved only a few degrees
in azimuth. the position of Mars in the
sk y dictated that our course be nearly due
north at the time of t:.e txcultation. Also.
to make the mos -,, able determination of
Mars' atmosphr . composition. the ap-
parent path of Epsilon Gerninorum had to
be perpendicular to the planet's limb.
Hence, our course had to intersect the
center line when the star was directly
At 1 able Mountain Observatorv, near
Wrightwotd. California, the 24-inch
Cassegr rain reflector was used by James
W. Young to photograph the occulta-
(ion. From the top: 0:53:511 C'niyersal
%inie, Mars is approaching Epsilon
Geminorum: 1 1:54:40, a quarter min-
ute after immersion; 0:59:41), the star
;t	 has just rrnerged at the right of Mars.
,^	
_..^.:.i•....._ ..	 JPI_-NASA photos.
qbehind Mars. Using fin sl predictions from
the English astronomer Gordon Taylor.
navikator Bob Morrison prepared the
flight plan.
Near Boulder. Colorado. we reset our
clocks with WW1' radio time signals.
Since the transmitter was so near timing
errors due to propagation delay of the
signals were -nirrmtzcd. We were flying
awav from the sun, and darkness came
quickly as we crossed the eastern coastline.
After some maneuvering to correct our
arrny al time at t he center I ine. we turned
northward.
Mars was acquired quickly by telescope
operators Don Olson and Milo Reisner.
then Harold Cauthen lucked the tracke-
onto the imagr. A beam-splitter within
the photometer directed some of the light
to a television camera, and ever yone could
see the planet centered in the total-plane
aperture. Soon the image of Epsilon
Geminorum entered and appeared to move
,lowl y toward Mars. All s ystems wer ►
lunct-oning perfec•ly, and Pete Kuhn re-
ported that the infrared radiometer Indi-
cated clear sk y above.
Finalk. as seen on the monitor, the
images of star and planet coalesced.
Shor.:, the.e:41er. the chart-recarder pen
dropped abruptly. !raced a few irregular
t- imps, and then followed a smooth base-
It C. The occultation had begun.
Nearly three minutes later the light level
increased for a few seconds then dropped
again. This was mu :h too early for
emersion. and a large ".— was w r ittr! , o-i
the chart to indicate our astonishment.
Abou, 5'4 minutes after first contact
E psilon Geminorum :merged from behind
Mars.
After landing at Griffiss Air Fove Base
at Rome. New Yutk. we folded over the
chart and lined up the immersion and
emersion trvn. The strange event oc-
curred at raid-occultation — we had ob-
served the central./lush.
This pht.	 tenon had e!uded previous
observ ers of kxcultanons of stars by plan-
10
J1,•ji.
,^ r
:ts, because to see it one must be ycry
close to the center line. '1 o a visual
observer on April 8th, the central flash
should have appeared as a brightening all
around the limb when the star was directly
behind the center of Mars.
phis phenomenon was caused by the
symmetrical retraction of light by the
planet's atmosphere, which "focused" a
portion of the light fr ,)m Epsilon Gemi-
norum. Further anal ysis should reveal
whether diffraction b y Mars' limb also
had a role in creating the fl-%h. In any
case. the light of' the central flash has
probed much deeper regions of the Mar-
tian atmosphere than could be examined
at immersion and emersion. Exactly what
can he learned from this unique observa-
tion remains to be seen.
We are analyzing our data to obtain
temperature profiles and to attempt to
d-termine tl,e rrlatrve ahundance of argon
and carbon dioxide in the Martian atmo-
sphere. The presence of a substantial
amount of argon has been suspected but
not yet observed.
One curious feature of the light curses
is that during immersion and emersion
they show, few of the spikes so proaient at
stellar occultations b y Jupiter and Nep-
tune. One reason for this is that the
projected di, rictrr of Epsilon Geminorum
at Mars was approximately four kilome-
ters. about half the scale height of the
Martian atmosphere. ( Scs!c height is the
vertical distance in an atmosphere in
which the density decreases by 1 2.'18.)
1 tic presence of fewer spikes may also
indicate that density variations in the
atmosphere of Mars are less pronounced
than in those of Jupiter or Neptune.
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An uitrart-d salt'Ilitt- Pttuir of North Arnrrica taken at 1:00 1 ­ 1 on April 8.
1976, sht"" the cloud distribution at the time Mars occulted Upsilon
Geminorem. Cuba is near center; above it, a vast arc of clouds rum from the
I/akotal to the Gulf States. then bends just off the Atlantic (A)asl toward Ice-
land. kxcept for thin haz y , it is clear from Illinois to Maine, and nearl y w in
the Mountain States. National t? .anic and Atmospht ric Administration photo-
graph, courtesy Peter Kuhn.
OCCULTATION OF E GEMINORUM BY MARS
Apnl 8. 1976
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The authors' photoelectric record of the combined light of Mars and the star
shows at left a rapiu drop of about 15 percent a the star went behind the
planet, and a corresponding rapid increase about five minutes later as the star
emerged. The "central flash" is a phenomenon never !afore observed at an
occultation, set is theoreticall y predicted if the observer, the planet ' s center,
and the star happen to lie exactl y in line.
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The martian occultation We Gemino-
rum (visual magnitude - +3.1, spectral
class G81b) on 8 A •ril 1976 was observed
with the 91-cm telescope aboard the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration Kuiper Airborne Observatory,
the first occultation observations made
with this facility (1). High-quality light
curves for both immersion and emersion
were obtained simultaneously at three
wavelengths (0,37, 0,45, and 0.75 µm)
with a time resolution of 4 msec, A simi-
lar occultation of B Scorpii by Jupiter on
13 Mny 1971 yielded temperature and
number density profiles of the jovian at-
mosphere (2), as well as a measurement
of its He abundance 0). From our a Gem
occultation data we have obtained tem-
perature, pressure, and number density
profiles of the martian atmosphere and in.
formation about its composition from a
differential refractivity measurement.
Our result indicated that no more than 30
percent Ar(and N 2) is mixed with pure
CO, (4) and is consistent with the low
abundance of Ar and N. obtained by the
Viking entry probe (5). In addition, we
have obtained the wavelength depen.
denrc of dhe extinction of the martian at-
mosphere fiom the first observation of
the central finch—a bright feature in the
light curve t;;a: was recorded when e
Gem was rligned with the center of Mars
(1). We report here the temperature pro-
files det!dced from the occultation data,
which were obtained above the martian
coordinate; 27'S. 331'W (immersion)
and 28iN, 152'W (emersion) and cover
an altitude range of about 50 to 90 km
above the mean surface. These results
are compared with those of Viking 1 (5)
and with theoretical predictions of ther-
mally driven tides in the martian atmo-
s phere (6). The details of our observa-
tions, data analysis procedures, and oth-
er results are given elsewhere (4).
Temperature profiles were obtained
from the occultation light curves with n
new inversion procedure (7), This meth-
od is mathematically equivalent to stan.
dard inversion techniques (2, 8) but has
the advantage that error bars (calculated
from lire known noise in the light curve)
can be assigned to the temperature pro-
files. Thus we can have confidence in
separating those features in the temper•
ature profiles that are caused by the mar-
tins atmosphere from the variations aris-
ing from the noise in the light curve.
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Fig. i (left). Temperature profiles for immer-
'on The ot d oint' •rod their error bars
The temperature profiles obtained are
given in Figs, I and 2. The profiles are
for the light curves at 0.45 µm, the chan-
nel with the best signal-to-noise ratio;
the profiles from our other two channels
agree within their errors. The upper
boundary condition for the inversion is
determined by an isothermal fit to the up-
per part of the light curve, indicated by
the shaded region at the lop of Figs. I
and 2. The temperatures and their error
bars are obtained from the inversion fal-
culation matched to the boundary condi-
tion. For each temperature point the er-
ror bars represent m I standard devia.
tion expected from the noise in the light
carve, Neighboring temperature points
agree better than the error bars because
the noise af'l:cting the points is corre-
lated (7). The inversion calculation is ter-
minated when the uncertainty in the low-
er base line of the light curve produces
an er ror as large as the random error.
Occultation of a Geminorum by Mars:
Evidence for Atmospheric Tides?
Abstract. Temperature profiles of the martian aanosphere have been derived from
airhorne observations of'the 8 April 1976 occultation of a Genrhrorum. Within The
altitude range from 50 to 90 kilometers, these profiles show peak-to-peak variations
of35'K avlrh a vertical scale of20 kilometers and represent evidence for strong rides
In the niarthin atmosphere. However, more irtfornmtion is necessary to conclnslvely
rule out it radiative explanation for the temperature variations,
E `<
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were obtained from the immersion light curve
for a pure CO i atmosphere. A correction for tie small amount of N i and Ar present would lower
the temperatures about 3'K. The uncertainty in the altitude scale is = 5 km • and an altitude of
65 km corresponds to a number density of 2.0 x 10 1 ' cm-3. The shaded region represents the
uncertainty in the temperature obtained from the isothermal fit used to establish the boundary
condition for the inversion calculaticn. The largest temperature gradients are subadiabatic
(r,a = —5'K km-'). The wavelike structure strongly suggests the presence of tides in the martian
atmosphere. At the time of the osculation, the martian subsolar latitude was + 19.2' and the
planetocentric longitude of the sun (L,) was 51.6'. Immersion occurred above the su6occulation
pointon Afars at about 0330 local solartime. Fig. 2 (right). Temperature profile for emersion.
which occurred above the subcccultatior: point on Afars m about 1530 local solar time. F .r
details, see the legend for Fig. 1.
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Both the immersion and emersion pro-
files show peak-to-peak temperature vari-
ations of 35'K. much larger than varia-
tions expected front noise. Tem-
perature maxima occur at an attitude of
about 55 to 60 km on both profiles. The
mean temperature of the emersion pro-
file is somewhat warmer than the mean
for immersion. A temperature difference
is to be expected from the difference in
solar energy absorption, since the subso-
lar latitude is 19'N, close to the emersion
latitude of 28'N, but 46' from the immer-
sion latitude of 27 0S. The mean temper-
atures for both profiles (as well as this
quantity can be defined) agree with
the mean temperatures obtained from
Mars 6 (9) and Viking I entry data (5).
A striking similarity between the oc-
cultation temperature profiles and the Vi-
king entry profit is the wavelike vertical
structure with Ahvelength between two
and three pressure stale heights and a
peak-to-peak amplitude about 35'K at a
number density of 10' cm'', roughly
eight settle heights aboxe the 5-mbar
pressure level. The wavelength and am-
plitude are )n zgreement with the general
character of tida! waves predicted by Zu-
rek (6) for clear (not dusty) conditions.
Detailed comparison of temperature pro-
files, including phase information, with
his predictions is not meaningful for sev-
eral reasons. The details of profiles de-
pend upon the amount and distribution
of traces of dust in the atmosphere, and
these factors are unknown. There may
be significant additional forcing due to
boundary layer convergence, neglected
in Zurek's treatment. The large ampli-
tude or the tides probably leads to in-
stabilities and. as a result, to turbulence.
Zurck pointed out that such turbulence
would influence the structure of the tide
but in a manner difficult to predict.
There are other possible explanations
for the thermal structure. McElroy's de-
tailed radiative equilibrium calculations
(10) suggested that oscillations or temper-
more with height might occur near these
levels on Mars because the concentm-
lion of ttmd solar absorption by) photo-
dissociation products varies, Ddtsch (11)
discussed temperature variations in
Earti, a atmosphere caused by the strad-
ftcation of photochemical products due
to flow "fingering." Finally, aerosols
have been observed by the Viking 
of
er at heights as great as 40 km on Mars
(12), and stratification into layers could
lead to varying radiative heating with
height. Purely thermal layering due to
slowly varying (not tidal) large-scale
flows is probably not a possibility, be.
cause radiative relaxation times are less
than I day (6),
There is one point of disagreement be-
tween our data and Zurek's predictions,
namely, the isothermal (not wavy) ther-
mal structure above 70 km on emersion.
However, radiative damping increases
rapidly with height at these levels, and
Zurek remarked that its influence is difi-
cull to predict accurately,
We believe that the wavelength and
amplitude of temperature variations
shown by the data are best explained in
terms of the existence of tides. A defini-
tive test of this interpretation may be pos.
sible if severai more temperature profiles
of sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio
are available front other observers or the
r Gem occultation. These profiles, in con-
junction with the Viking entry profiles,
would provide information on the atmo-
spheric temperature structure above dif-
ferent locations on Mars, which could be
compared with the predictions of the lid-
al model.
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